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An introduction to public, append-only, untrusted logs.
A log is a database with log entries.
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What append-only logs can be used for.
X509 certificates, a.k.a. CT

- Certificate Transparency, RFC 6962
- Anybody can (and CA:s should) submit certs to logs
- Browsers require certs to be logged
- Monitors keep logs honest
- Signed Certificate Timestamps for quicker “proof”
- Enabling site owners, who are the ones who really know about issuance
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- A log could fork the tree and serve certain clients a different view
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Sources and credit

- RFC 6962, IETF
- Tor Consensus Transparency proposal
  https://gitweb.torproject.org/user/linus/torspec.git/tree/propose/ideas/
  xxx-tor-consensus-transparency.txt?h=tct
  http://static.usenix.org/event/sec09/tech/full_papers/crosby.pdf
Questions and discussion